
EU, Kuwait hold
first human
rights dialogue
BRUSSELS: The European Union and
Kuwait concluded their first informal human
rights dialogue in Brussels Tuesday in a posi-
tive atmosphere. “We discussed many issues
such as the overall developments in the fields
of human rights both in the EU and Kuwait
and selected topics of fundamental rights in
Kuwait and the EU and cooperation in multi-
lateral forums,” Kuwait’s Ambassador to the
EU, Belgium and NATO Jasem Al-Budaiwi
said after the end of the one-day meeting.
“The European side took note of the presen-
tations given by the Kuwait experts in all
issues that were discussed in the meeting in a
transparent and frank and straight forward
manner,” he said.

They are looking forward to working clos-
er on issues that we discussed, noted
Budaiwi. Both sides were represented by dif-
ferent institutions that deal with human rights
issues, he stated. Assistant foreign minister
for human rights affairs Talal Al-Mutairi led
the Kuwaiti side and the EU side was led by
Gabriel Munuera Vinals head of the Arab
Peninsula section in the European External
Action Service (EEAS), the EU’s diplomatic
service. The meeting also provided an oppor-
tunity to exchange views on the UN Human
Rights Council and the UN third committee in
the UN General Assembly, Budaiwi said.

“The Kuwait side presented a follow up on
the Universal Periodic Review (UPR) which
published a review on Kuwait last week
especially that Kuwait is keen in inter acting
with all its partners for the improvement of
human rights around the world and attaches

great importance to all of its laws and regula-
tions which serve as fair and practical mecha-
nism for evaluating and solving human rights
issues in Kuwait and the world at large,” he
stressed. Another opportunity for both sides

to chat up on issues of common interest in
the fields of human rights will be during the
next EU-Kuwait senior officials meeting
which will take place in Kuwait on 10 March,
Budaiwi concluded. — KUNA
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KUWAIT: His Highness the Crown Prince Sheikh Nawaf Al-Ahmad Al-Jaber Al-Sabah meets with His Highness
the Prime Minister Sheikh Sabah Al-Khaled Al-Hamad Al-Sabah. — KUNA photos

His Highness the Prime Minister Sheikh Sabah Al-Khaled Al-Hamad Al-Sabah meets with the Chairman of the
Arab and International Relations Council Mohammad Jassem Al-Saqer.

KUWAIT: His Highness the Crown Prince Sheikh Nawaf Al-Ahmad Al-
Jaber Al-Sabah received at Bayan Palace yesterday His Highness the Prime
Minister Sheikh Sabah Al-Khaled Al-Hamad Al-Sabah. Meanwhile, His
Highness the Prime Minister received at Bayan Palace the Chairman of the

Arab and International Relations Council Mohammad Jassem Al-Saqer and
members of council. The meeting coincided with the ninth meeting of
council’s Board of Trustees. In other news, His Highness the Crown Prince
Sheikh Nawaf Al-Ahmad Al-Jaber Al-Sabah is set to patronize the 2019-

2020 Al-Ahmadi equestrian event. His Highness the Crown Prince will be
represented at the event today by Al-Ahmadi Governor Sheikh Fawaz Al-
Khaled Al-Hamad Al-Sabah. The event will be held at 04:30 pm at Sheikh
Abdullah Al-Jaber Al-Sabah range. — KUNA

Crown Prince hosts Prime Minister;
Premier meets Arab, Int’l Council chief

Crown Prince patronizes Al-Ahmadi equestrian event 2019-2020

Speaker receives Estonian
parliament delegation

KUWAIT: National Assembly Speaker Marzouq Al-Ghanem meets with
Chairman of the Foreign Affairs Committee of the Estonian parliament Enn
Eesmaa. —KUNA photos

BRUSSELS: Officials from Kuwait and the European Union attend an informal human
rights dialogue. — KUNA photos

Kuwait’s Ambassador to the EU, Belgium and NATO Jasem Al-Budaiwi with Members
of the Kuwaiti diplomatic mission. National Assembly Speaker Marzouq Al-Ghanem poses for a group photo with

the visiting Chairman of the Foreign Affairs Committee of the Estonian parlia-
ment Enn Eesmaa and his accompanying delegation.

KUWAIT: National Assembly
Speaker Marzouq Al-Ghanem
received yesterday the visiting
Chairman of the Foreign Affairs
Committee of the Estonian parliament
Enn Eesmaa, and his accompanying

delegation. During the meeting, they
reviewed the cooperation and relations
between the two friendly countries and
ways to enhance them, in addition to
discussing a number of topics and
issues of common concern. —KUNAKuwait has open

foreign policy to
nations: Minister
KUWAIT: Kuwaiti Foreign Minister Sheikh
Dr Ahmad Nasser Al-Mohammad Al-Sabah
praised efforts to encourage scientific
research worldwide, adding that Kuwait has
an open and welcoming foreign policy that
encourages acceptance between cultures and
peoples. In his speech at a ceremony to hon-
or the winners of the Kuwait Foundation for
the Advancement of Sciences (KFAS) Awards
for Arab scientists and researchers, as well as
Al-Sumait African Development Award, the
minister hailed the goals of KFAS’ initiative to
encourage these endeavors. The minister,
who attended the event as he heads the sec-
retaries board of the Al-Sumait Award, took
time to reflect on the prize launched by His
Highness the Amir at the joint Arab-African
Summit, hosted by Kuwait in 2013. The $1
million award, named after the late Kuwaiti
philanthropist Abdulrahman Al-Sumait, is a
“source of pride” for Kuwaitis, he said, due
to its impact on improving the lives of mil-
lions who suffer from malnutrition and food
scarcity. Congratulating the two winners of
the prize, he hailed their efforts to increase
the production and nutritional value of food
in the continent. The awards presented were
the Kuwait Award, the Youth Scientific
Production Award and the Al-Sumait
African Development Award, according to
KFAS Director General  Adnan
Shihabeddeen. — KUNA

KUWAIT: Kuwaiti Foreign Minister Sheikh Dr Ahmad Nasser Al-Mohammad Al-Sabah
poses for a group photo during the ceremony. — KUNA photos

Kuwaiti Foreign Minister Sheikh Dr Ahmad Nasser Al-Mohammad Al-Sabah shakes
hands with the winners.

ABK sponsors
‘Be Ready
Program’ at KU
KUWAIT: Committed to empowering
Kuwaiti talent, Al-Ahli Bank of Kuwait
(ABK) sponsored the ‘Be Ready Program’
at Kuwait University - College of Business
Administration. Under the patronage of
Assistant Dean for Student Affairs at the
College of Business Administration Dr
Anwar Al-Shriaan, the two-day event
aimed at bridging the gap between stu-
dents and the professional world.

Aware of the need to connect students
and potential employers, the university
regularly holds educational events. The
‘Be Ready Program,’ which featured sev-
eral higher education institutions show-
casing their education programs, equips
students with the knowledge that will
shape the future direction of their
careers, while simultaneously giving them
the support they deserve in the process. 

Partnerships with educational institu-
tions are key catalyst in enabling the
youth to develop their leadership skills.
Enhancing professional growth is a key
priority for ABK and these events rein-
force the Bank’s commitment to playing
an active role in supporting Kuwait’s next
generation of talent during the early
stages of their work life. 


